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About This Content

This Cosmetic DLC adds over 120 unique heads (over 60 per gender) to King Arthur's Gold.

Each head represents a flag of the world. There are also Jolly Roger and Rainbow/Pride flags.
Use them to celebrate your heritage and bring some colour onto the battlefield!
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List of flags currently supported:

Poland

Australia

England

Ireland

Scotland

Wales

New Zealand

Australian Aboriginal

Tino Rangatiratanga (Maori)

Canada

USA

Italy

Germany

Russia

France

Netherlands

Sweden
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Norway

Spain

Belgium

Finland

Denmark

Portugal

Turkey

Iceland

Switzerland

Hungary

Belarus

Slovakia

Latvia

Israel

Palestine

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Mexico

Chile

Brazil

Argentina

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

Tonga

Samoa

Korea

China

Singapore
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Thailand

Japan

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Philipines

India

Vietnam

South Africa

Egypt

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan

Georgia

Greece

Syria

Syrian Independence Flag

Mali

Austria

Estonia

Tunisia

Libya

Lithuania

The Faroe Islands

Puerto Rico

Cuba
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Greenland

Dominican Republic

Iraq

Jolly Roger

Rainbow

Requests for missing countries/nations etc will be considered via the support email.
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Title: King Arthur's Gold: Flags of the World Heads Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Transhuman Design
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Integrated

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,French,Russian
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An uneven but still enjoyable hidden object adventure.

On the positive side, this was a simple and fun experience, great for those who enjoy the genre. The hidden object puzzles in
particular were very well done. Overall, the game had mostly nice graphics, and provided a decent variety of puzzles. In
addition, I didn't experience any technical difficulties, so it was a pretty smooth experience in that regard.

A few things about the game bothered me. For one, a lot of the spoken dialogue didn't match up with subtitles, especially with
the villain. Some of the graphics were a bit wonky too; specifically, several of the characters' faces appeared much less polished
than others, which was a bit jarring. These issues certainly weren't game-breaking though, merely distracting.

Also of note: There is a bonus adventure, as well as collectible object achievements for each section of the game.. By using the
style of the Total War-Series this is a nice mix of an adventuring turn based campaign and real time battles. Basicly comparable
with Medieval 2, the game adds heroes with arcane abilities and fantasy creatures as well as fascinating quests appearing in
storytelling textbased dialogues. Enjoy it !. I'm a little bit on the fence with this one mainly because I love the new shooting
mechanics and I like the fact that "The Escapist" franchise is branching out to adventure games, but I feel like they should have
made their own game first instead of making ANOTHER game based on The Walking Dead. The title "The Escapist: The
Walking Dead" makes this game come across as a shameless collaberative branding of two franchises that don't mix, and the
tuotrial level hammers that in. Furthermore, I also thought that the "survival mode" was a good idea, but if you have a game that
uses it as a selling point, you need to include a multiplayer co-op mode which (to my knowlage) this game does not have.. Good
for a laugh. Baby looks like a troll. Controls laggy but its early access and it's less than $2.. Wow i cant believe you let us pay so
much for this game and then the game is almost exacly the same as rugby challange 2.... al thats basicly new is the teams that is
updated and the ref voice is deffernt and the 7 rugby couldnt you just made an expantion pack for 2 and let us pay less or wil
there atleast be updates in the future to make game beter ???. why im stilll living and playing this game?

KILL ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Fun, altho there is a few things that they can add

- lan worlds
- ability to save worlds
-create a world without driving. This game is amazing. I was once a serious M:TG player, play a fair bit of Hearthstone, and I'm
a professional poker player, so i've got some card game experience, and Star Realms is far away my favorite card game. It's easy
to learn, quick and fun to play, and strategically very deep. You can have plenty of fun with just the basic set, though the
expansions are all very reasonably priced and I buy them instantly whenever a new one is released. There's now an Arena
format, similar to Hearthstone's where you play some variant on the core rules each week, and that's also really well
implemented. UI is fun and intuitive on both PC and Android (probably IOS too I just don't have personal experience with that).
I really can't say enough good about this game.
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This game, which newer, is rooted in nostalgia. The graphics aren't great, but the gameplay is akin with the Wizardry games.
Brings back the great dungeon crawls of ages past.. This is a simple cubic game wich can be really frustrating but sometimes it
can also be relaxing (it's mostly the music) so I think that this game is great if you have a lot of patience. It's also great if you are
looking for a fun and "quick" puzzle game.. This game is stupid. How can i even compare to cheaters who gots 1 sec on every
map. This is nonsense.. Gravel runs smooth and looks great. The damage mechanics are decent, the cars are plentiful and some
cars unseen before in games like DiRT, and the tracks well designed. You can adjust all aspects of your car, the visual details
are intricate, and they even have the cockpit camera.

This is literally what you would get if Forza Horizon and DiRT had a baby.. If you like tower defense games, you'll enjoy this. A
unique take on the genre, you get to control one main character, collecting coconuts as you go to buy the towers to defend your
grill. (Really.) The spin on it though is that the towers you place are Tetris style blocks, so you have to plan ahead to get the most
of the available space you have. Not only that, but you only have so many towers you can place per level because each is
represented as a "card" in your deck, and you can only have so many cards in your deck at a time. Hard to explain, fun to play.. I
Love the game, but bugs are killing the experience, don't pay full price for it.. On top of all the previous complaints, the game's
optimization is abyssmal. I'm running a very high end PC, and at I have to wait a good 10 minutes on a white screen on startup.
Secondly, the game lags a LOT. Map scrolling is terrible, the UI is awful. This game is undoubtedly not worth the pricetag. The
other users could not have stated it better. The mini-games are just bad. I mean one of them is literally just "Smash every key til
you get it right", but unfortunately, the game has a major chance to crash. The other is some scrolling key press, which seems
timed, but sometimes is just random as hell. I thoroughly regret this purchase.. its ok, a bit repeptitive nowadays. Not much to
do tho.. This is a great game from my childhood, I used to enjoy the explosions even if the computer I used was extremely
laggy. Its an amazing game and I really recommend it, I advise looking for a mission playthrough on youtube first just incase
you are not into thesse types of games but this is a real classic. Enjoy your many hours of fun :). Casual puzzle game that should
entertain children and FaceBook moms alike, by swapping gems on grids while computer-controlled goons try to move them. So
simple. Definitely not Bejewled. And it's got pretty space backgrounds and soothing music.
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